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ROI

Empathy

▪ Importance (to Treasury)

▪ Manifestations at Work

▪ Relationships

▪ Leadership, Colleagues, Clients, 
Culture

▪ Business results

▪ Next generation



EMPATHY
[EMPƏTHĒ]

NOUN

Definition: Understand or feel what another person is 
experiencing from their perspective

Place oneself in another's position. 

A “soft skill”

Empathy encompasses a broad range of social, cognitive, 
and emotional processes primarily concerned with 
understanding others.



QUICK QUIZ: 
ARE YOU 
EMPATHETIC?

Highly sensitive and compassionate 
towards the needs of other people.

Intuitive and pick up on cues of 
what others may be going through.

Previous experience with what the 
other person is experiencing so you 
can “relate.”

Emotional by nature and may 
become overly sensitive about 
others' well-being



HOW RARE IS IT?

• Special gift, Ubiquitous, Repressed, Learned

• Scientists: 98% possess some level of empathy
• The other 2% = psychopaths, narcissists, and sociopaths
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WHY IS EMPATHY IMPORTANT 
IN THE WORKPLACE?

Workplaces are relational environments, a melting pot 
of different personalities, skills, strengths, and 
emotions. 

Each employee has unique values, cultural 
understandings, backgrounds and perspectives. 

Necessary for leading teams and working with business 
partners. 

Biggest component of Emotional Intelligence (EQ)



HOW IT ALL FITS TOGETHER

Emotional intelligence

1. Use thoughts and feelings 
to manage your emotions.

2. Match emotion to current 
situation. 

3. Manage others’ emotions.



EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 
PREDICTS CULTURE

High EQ: Ease of workplace navigation. 
Build and drive successful teams. 
Agility, responsiveness.

Low EQ: Bullying, harassment, 
demotivated staff. It can present as 
inflexibility, insensitivity, arrogance, 
aggression and volatility. 



A TIME FOR EMPATHY

Employees at all levels are experiencing stress: 

Social isolation, employment uncertainty, and the pandemic have compromised employees’ health and wellbeing. 

42% of employees (at all levels) experienced a decline in mental health. 

• 67% of people are experiencing increases in stress.

• 63% have trouble thinking, concentrating and taking longer to finish tasks

• 57% have increased anxiety

• 54% are emotionally exhausted “burnt out”

• 53% of people are sad

• 50% are irritable

• 12% are challenged to juggle their responsibilities.



IN TREASURY: 
THE STAKES ARE HIGH!

Treasury is tough on a good day.

▪ Lots of Zeroes (x$100,000,000)

▪ Long hours

▪ Time-sensitive functions

▪ Competing priorities

More costly mistakes are happening more frequently.  

▪ More time to get up to speed

▪ Distractions (at home, with family, in their life)

▪ Lack of collaboration

▪ No one checking work/no one checking in from home

▪ Disrespected, misunderstood environment

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

https://technofaq.org/posts/2019/04/3-secrets-of-managing-remote-teams-of-software-developers/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


GREAT EMPLOYEE: JUST NOT A 
FIT FOR TREASURY ROLE

“He is just not getting it!”

Corporate protocols call for probationary periods 
and immediate dismissal vs. allowing employees to 
grow or be redeployed despite a lack of direct 
access to leadership, mentoring and training.

Balance between empathy and accountability

Generational Expectations and Differences



WORK INCIVILITY AFFECTS LIFE AND 
WORK AT HOME

“Emotional disconnection”

▪ Not being together at work creates a void, 
disengagement and disconnection – and 
ultimately, a lack of empathy.

Personal Lives

▪ Sleep is compromised

▪ Confidence is eroded

▪ Family, Friend and Community 
Relationships suffer

Empathy Is The Most Important Leadership Skill According To Research, Tracy Brower, Forbes

https://www.forbes.com/sites/tracybrower/


EMPATHY CONTRIBUTES TO POSITIVE RETURNS

A study of 889 employees by Catalyst found empathy has significant constructive effects

✓ Innovation

✓ Implementation

✓ Engagement

✓ Retention

✓ Inclusion

Measurable Results

https://www.catalyst.org/reports/empathy-work-strategy-crisis


HOW EMPATHY MANIFESTS IN 
WORK RELATIONSHIPS

1. Improved communication 

2. Enhanced working relationships

3. Creative Thinking

4. Vetted Sales Opportunities

5. Enhanced customer service / user experience

6. Enriched hiring process



WARNING:
ASSUMPTIONS, GENERALIZATIONS AND 
OVERSIMPLIFICATION CAN BE 
DANGEROUS, EVEN DETRIMENTAL



EMPATHY FOR THE END CLIENT:
DAY IN THE LIFE OF A TREASURY TEAM

Situation: 
Designed TM Portal for customers. 

Opportunity: 
Clients complained. System went underutilized 
because it didn’t fit into clients’ day.

Achievement: Designed and implemented training 
to help developers empathize with corporate 
treasury teams and understand exactly how they
do their jobs. 

Results: Sales and Service took the class -

“Having access to a corporate treasury 
leader changed my entire perspective 

and the way I will do my job”

- Jennifer



EMPATHIC = “HUMAN” LEADERSHIP

▪ Tops the list of what leaders 
must get right.

▪ Taken on a new level of 
meaning and priority. 

▪ Drives significant business 
results.

Empathy Is The Most Important Leadership Skill According To 
Research, Sep 19, 2021,06:00pm EDT, Tracy Brower, Forbes

https://www.forbes.com/sites/tracybrower/


EMPATHY
INTERVENTION

Managers must care (and act) personally

▪ 40% of workers said their company never asked 
them if they are okay. These people are more 
likely to say their mental health has declined.

▪ A direct call from their manager was the most 
effective way to check in. 

▪ About half of all workers “want” or “are 
comfortable with” their manager asking them 
about their mental health - or bringing it up 
themselves. 

Caring is important, but do you have their back?

▪ 2/3 of workers said their manager cares about 
them as a human being.

▪ Less than half said their manager is attuned to 
their well-being or they feel supported.

When there is a vacuum of  emotion, 
“Managers must pick up the pieces” 
- Shawna



WHAT LEADERS AND DO TODAY:
ADD EMPATHY TO YOUR INTERACTIONS

Actively listen

1

Personalize 
your 

communication

2

Offer to help or 
help them to 

help 
themselves

3

Consider a 
different 

perspective

4

Ask questions

5

Validate their 
feelings

6



CREATING EMPATHY WITHIN 
WORK TEAMS 

• Collaboration

• Cross Training

• Shadowing



CREATING A CULTURE OF 
EMPATHY

▪ Emulate empathetic behavior. 
Be vulnerable. Get 
uncomfortable.

▪ Help the team to help 
themselves (Give them tools).

▪ Give your team a chance to 
learn through experience, 
success and failure.

▪ Look at empathy as an 
opportunity, not something 
you have to do

The better prepared your team 
is, the more you can delegate.



COLLEAGUES TO THE RESCUE

Cohesive teams and/or having 
a “best friend” at work helps. 

When asked who could help 
them the most if they had a 
discussion about their mental 
health, coworkers were at the 
top of the list.
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Coworker / Peer

Manager/Supervisor

HR Representative

CEO/Executive

Subordinate

Who would help most with a mental health issue



NEXT CHALLENGE: 
NEXT GENERATION

Teens are 40% less empathetic today than they were 30 years ago -
- a trend that hurts both kids and society as a whole due to “Self-
indulgent activities and tendencies. 

Self-focused, filtered behavior can hurt academic performance, 
lead to increases in bullying behavior, and reduce kids’ resilience.

As kids become adults, empathy is key to allowing them to 
collaborate, problem-solve, and innovate as they participate in our 
increasingly global world. 

A Mighty Girl Pick of the Day: “UnSelfie: Why Empathetic Kids 
Succeed in Our All-About-Me World” by Dr. Michelle Borba.
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